Timerman Turkey Farm …
Jefferson County’s Finest Hatchery
By Ron Kuck, Dairy and Livestock Educator, as told by David Timerman

There is an excellent chance that the turkey your family and friends had over the holidays had its roots in
Jefferson County, LaFargeville to be precise. At its peak in the 40’s, 50’s, and 60’s, Timerman Turkey Farms
housed 4,000 Breeder Hens, producing approximately 250,000 poults selling them to growers in New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New England states, Canada, and South America. Fifty to sixty thousand were held
back and grown on 1,739 acres of range. A marketing brochure from the 60’s describes that “this vast acreage
was divided scientifically into eight separate farms, each farm, for a specific development use. Rotation of
ranges protects the growing birds. Our geographic location means hardier stronger turkeys.”
The bird on your dinner table had its origins from breeding birds from
the Timermans. Strains such as Timerman Broad Breasted Bronze,
Empire Whites, and Timerman Broad Whites were carefully selected
by Mr. Clifton Timerman to produce early maturing, fast feathering,
maximum vitality, and a trait most desired by a majority of
consumers’ - broad breasted quality. So how did a 2,200+ acre farm,
one mile wide and three miles long, become the progenitor of today’s
Thanksgiving Turkey?
The turkey farm had its start on the now most familiar farm in our
county – a dairy. Clifton Timerman started the turkey farm on his
father’s dairy farm in 1929. By 1960 Clifton was named the top
dairyman by Jefferson County DHIA. Through the years they sold
registered bulls and replacements to neighboring farms. By 1980,
besides the turkeys, the farm had 500 head of cattle, including 200 milk cows, replacements, breeding bulls,
and a cow/calf beef herd.
Clifton bought the farm from his dad in 1939 and started to remodel old barns not used for cattle into the
hatchery with a 60,000 egg capacity incubator. The brooder buildings for the young chicks were first heated
by coal stoves and then upgraded to propane. Building continued for the turkey enterprise including a twostory barn to house 12,000 baby chicks at once. Automatic
feeders and bulk bins were added as the modernization of
the turkey farm kept growing. A processing plant was
added in a remodeled dairy barn.
By 1970 Clifton’s son David began to take over
responsibility for the breeding stock. He had 17 different
blood lines of white and bronze turkeys—some were from
the original stock selected by his father. His goal was to
produce a commercial Broad Breasted fast growing turkey
with legs that would support its weight. In 1974 Clifton
passed away and David became president of Timerman
Farms, Inc.
David Timerman
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So how did the turkey on your table today get its heritage from Timermans? Here in David’s words is how it
happened:
“In 1985 Perdue Poultry (Frank Perdue) contacted me. They told me
they were looking to buy fast growing broad breasted turkeys. I had
sold them poults from April and May. They called Monday morning,
sometime in the middle of July. The last eggs were going in the
incubator for the mid-August hatch. They wanted to come and look
at the breeder stock. I welcomed them and told them they had to
come up tomorrow (Tuesday) because the trucks were coming
Wednesday morning to pick up the breeders for delivery to our
customers. The geneticist called back and told me to pick them up at
10 AM at the Watertown airport. I brought them to the farm,
showed them the turkeys, answered their questions, and I was out
of the turkey breeder business by 12 PM that day.“
Just over half of all turkeys produced in the United States last year
came from just four states: Minnesota, North Carolina, Arkansas, and
Missouri. Minnesota was responsible for 18 percent of all turkey
production last year. It’s also home to the nation’s second-largest
producer, Jennie-O Turkey Store, according to the National Turkey
Federation. North Carolina, home to number-one Butterball, produced
14 percent of all turkeys, according to data from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Perdue Farms is now the 5th largest producer of turkeys
in the United States.
David continued to grow 50,000
turkeys for Plainville Farms. He
also had a sheep flock of 300
ewes using the Star Lambing Program (five lamb crops in 24 months)
developed by Doug Hogue of Cornell. The ice storm in January 1998
finished the struggle for Timerman Farms, including its 1,800 acres. In
2000 David and nephew Dale started a brush control land cleaning and
maintenance business. David is still actively involved in the business.
The Timermans first came to Jefferson County about 1830 and settled in
the Perch Lake area. I always enjoy the phone calls and visits from David
as he talks fondly about the history of agriculture and his family’s part in
making it great. David told me “Throughout the years of Timerman
Turkey Farm-Timerman Farms, Inc., we were blessed with dedicated
family and public employees that made our business a success.”
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